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MAXIMAL SOLUTIONS OF THE SCALAR CURVATURE
EQUATION ON OPEN RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
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1 Introduction

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold with dimM=w>3, Ag the
Laplacian of g, namely, Δ^:= traceV^2, Sg the scalar curvature of g, and
Lg the conformal Laplacian, that is, Lg\ — — aHAg + Sg, where an = 4(n — 1)/
{n — 2). Define a new metric g which is pointwise conformal to g by
g: = w4/(n~2)g, where u is a positive smooth function on M. Then its scalar
curvature Sg is given by Lgu = S^n + 2)^n~2). Hence, for any smooth
function / on My / can be realized as the scalar curvature of some metric
which is pointwise conformal to g if and only if there is a smooth solution
of the following partial differential equation:

P=f* on M,
u>0

where q = (n + 2)/(n — 2) = 4/(n — 2) + \. In this paper, we refer to this
equation as "the equation (/,M)" for various functions / and manifolds
M (e.g. (-ί,W), (/0)Ω, ), etc.).

Now, we are interested in the problem of finding sufficient conditions
for a function/to be realized by some complete conformal metric. This
problem has been extensively investigated in various cases (see e.g.
McOwen [10]). Recently, Cheng-Ni [6] proved the existence of a maximal
solution U of the equation (/,M) in the case that (M,g) is the Euclidean
space (/?π,g0) or its open subset and that / is nonpositive and satisfies
some conditions. In this paper, first we shall simplify their proof and
generalize the result to the case that M is an open Riemannian
manifold. This result is stated as follows.

Theorem I. Let (Myg) be an open Riemannian manifold (n — dim M
>3). Let f be a nonpositive smooth function on M. Suppose both of the

following conditions hold:
(a) there exists a sequence {Ωj ίeJV of relatively compact domains of M with
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smooth boundaries which satisfies

Ωicza:Ωi + 1, \J Ω—M, and / < 0 on dΩt,
ieN

(b) there exists a positive subsolution u_ of the equation {f,M).
Then there is a smooth solution U of the equation (f,M) which is maximal
in the sense that U>u for any solution u of the equation (/,M).

Clearly, the condition (a) is satisfied if/ is negative on the complement
of some compact subset of M. As we shall see below (in Theorem V),
when the condition (a) is not satisfied, the equation (fyM) does not
necessarily possess a maximal solution. In Section 2, we give the proof
of Theorem I.

Using this theorem, we want to find some geometric conditions for
the above problem. Moreover, we investigate the asymptotic behavior
of the maximal solution U. It should be mentioned here that Cheng-Ni
[6] describe it in a special case by analyzing a certain ordinary differential
equation. However, it seems difficult to apply the technique to our cases,
and we employ different methods.

Throughout this paper, we denote the sectional (resp.Ricci) curvature
of g by Kg (resp. Ricg), the distance function to a point p (resp.a
submanifold Σ) by rp (resp.rΣ) unless otherwise stated, and we use the
notation " / o ~ / " *° m e a n that the condition C1f<f0<C2f holds for some
positive constants Cγ and C2.

Our main results are stated as follows.

Theorem II. Let (M,g) be a complete, noncompact, simply connected
Riemannian manifold (n = dim M >3) with nonpositive curvature. Let f
be a nonpositive smooth function on M with the condition (a) in Theorem
I. If f satisfies f> —Crp~

ι near infinity for some point peM, a positive
constant C and a number l>2, then there is a complete conformal metric g
on M with scalar curvature f.

Moreover, suppose (Myg) satisfies Ricg/(n — 1) > —A2/(rp

2 + ε2) for
positive numbers A and ε such that A2<{n — 2)/n. Then the metric g can
be constructed so that its ratio to g is of order rp

ι~2 near infinity, if f satisfies
f~—rp~

ι near infinity.

Theorem III. Let {Myg) be a complete, noncompact Riemannian
manifold (w = d i m M > 3 ) whose scalar curvature is bounded above by a
negative number. Let f be a nonpositive smooth function on M with the
condition (a) in Theorem I. If f is bounded, then there is a complete
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conformal metric g on M with scalar curvature /.
Moreover, suppose (M,g) is simply connected and satisfies Kg<—B2

and Rίcg/(n—\)>—A2 for positive numbers A and B such that
(A/B)2<(n—l)2/n(n — 2). Then the metric g can be constructed so that its
ratio to g is of order eWp near infinity, if f satisfies f~ —e~hp near infinity
for some point peM and a nonnegative number I.

Theorem IV. Let (Myg) be a compact Riemannian manifold
(w = dim M > 3 ) , Σ a compact submanίfold ( d = d i m Σ ) of M, and
(M,g):=(M\Σ,g\^Σ). Let f be a nonpositίve smooth function on M with
the condition (a) in Theorem I. If f satisfies f> —CrΣ

ι near Σ for a positive
constant C and a nonnegative number l>2 — 4d/(n — 2)y then there is a complete
conformal metric g on M with scalar curvature f.

Moreover, if f satisfies f~—rΣ

ι near Σ, then the metric g can be
constructed so that its ratio to g is of order rΣ~(ί + 2 ) near Σ.

In Theorems II and III, we have imposed the assumption on the
upper bound for A2 and (A/B)2 respectively. However, these can be
replaced with other conditions. See Remark 3.2 for details.

In the case that/~ — 1 i.e./is bounded between two negative constants
near infinity (resp.Σ), the first assertion of Theorem III (resp.Theorem
IV) was proved by Aviles-McOwen [3] (resp. [4]) essentially (see also
[2]). However, we emphasize that / need not to be bounded above by
a negative constant near infinity (resp.Σ).

We shall now mention a result by Cheng-Ni [6] which states that, if a
nonpositive function f on Rn satisfies f(x)~ — \x\~ι near infinity for a number
/>2, then any solution u of the equation (/,/?") coincides with the maximal
solution U or a unique solution uh such that uh(x)—>h as \x\—• +oo for some
positive number h. However, in our case, it would be difficult to describe
all of the solutions of the equation (f,M). In fact, we have the following

Theorem V. Let (M,g) be as in Theorem IV with λ1(Lg)>0 and
d<(n — 2)/2, and f a nonpositive smooth function on M. If f satisfies
f> —CrΣ

ι near Σ for a positive constant C and a number l>2 — 4d/(n — 2),
then, for any positive Ca-function h on Σ ( 0 < α < 1), there is a unique solution
uh of the equation (/,M) such that uh(x)/GΣ(x)-*h(xo0) as x-+xaoeΣ (in
particular, the metric g = uh

q~1g is complete), where GΣ(x): =\ΣG(xyy)dσy and
G(xyy) is the Green function of Lg.

Moreover, if the support of f, supp /, is compact, then the equation
(f,M) does not possess a maximal solution.

The first assertion of this theorem was partially obtained in Delanoe
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[7] and Kato-Nayatani [9]. They proved that uh exists if h is small
enough. However, we claim that uh exists for an arbitrary h when / is
nonpositive.

The proofs of Theorems II and III (resp.Theorems IV and V) are
given in Section 3 (resp.Section 4).

The author would like to thank Professors A. Kasue, O. Kobayashi and
S. Nayatanί for valuable suggestion.

2 The existence of the maximal solution

In this section, we prove Theorem I. We first recall the following:

Method of Supersolutions and Subsolutions. Let (M,g) be a
Riemannian manifold (w = dim M>3), and f a smooth junction on M. If
there exist a supersolution u+ and a subsolution w_ of the equation (/,M)
such that 0 < u _ < u +, then the equation (f,M) possesses a smooth solution
u satisfying w_ <u<u + .

This is well-known and we omit the proof. We also recall the
following significant result.

Theorem A (Aviles-McOwen [4]). Let (W,g) be a compact
Riemannian manifold with boundary dWφ0(n = dim W>3). The equation
(—1>W) possesses a solution u such that ιφc)-> + oo as x-+dW.

To prove Theorem I, we prepare the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let (M,g) be an open Riemannian manifold, and Ω a
relatively compact domain of M. Then there is a positive smooth function
η in Ω such that both η and Lgη are bounded below by a positive number in Ω.

Proof. Choose a relatively compact domain Ω of M satisfying
Ω c czΩ. There exists a bounded positive smooth function ψ0 defined on
Ω satisfying Lg\j/o = 0 (see e.g. Escobar [8, Proposition 1.3]). Set
g: = \j/o

q~1g\^y then we have AŜ  = O. Let ξ be the first Dirichlet eigenfunc-
tion of — Δ^ in Ω. Since ξ does not change sign, we can assume ξ > 0. Set
η: = ψoξ. Then η>0 in Ω, and hence η is bounded below by a positive
number in Ω. Moreover, since

in Ω,

Lgη is also bounded below by a positive number in Ω. q.e.d.
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L e m m a 2.2. Let (M,g) and Ω be as in Lemma 2.1, / (resp. f0) a

smooth function in Ω, and u (resp.u0) a solution of the equation (/,Ω)

{resp. (/0,Ω)). Suppose f0 is nonpositive, fo<f in Ω, and limmix^dΩ{u(x)

— uo(x)}>0. Then uo<u in Ω.

Proof. Let g be as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Then L^(ψo~
 iu0) = / 0

(Ψo~1uo)
q, and L/^o~M=/(^o~ V ^ / o ^ o " 1 " ) * in Ω. Hence we get

<0 in Ω.
u-uQ

Since

u-u0

and \Ίm'mfx->dΩ{u(x) — uo(x)}>0> by the maximal principle, we have u — u0

> 0 i n Ω . q.e.d.

Proof of Theorem I. By Theorem A, for any ieN, the equation

(— ίyQi) possesses a solution v{ such that Vi(x)-+ + oo as x-+dΩn. Set

ui_:=yivh where ^—(max^. | / | ) ~ ( w ~ 2 ) / 4 . Then we have

Lgui- = -γi

1<ui-<£fiιιJ in Ωf,

namely, ut is a subsolution of the equation (/, Ωf). On the other hand,

by Lemma 2.1, there is a positive smooth function r\i in Ωf such that

both v\i and Lgηi are bounded below by a positive number in Ωf. From

the assumption (a), there exist an open subset Ω of Ωf such that Ω cz

and a positive number εf such that/< — &{ in Ω^Ω^. Set #£ + : =<5ί(t;ί

where β—τtMSLQ^vf/Lgηύ and δ^ε,. - ( w " 2 ) / 4 . Then we get

and

V ί +>δ lv ί=-fi i(δ i« l)^yiι i +« in ΩΛΩ;,

namely, wI+ is a supersolution of the equation (/, Ω£). Since wi+ >i/t_ >0

in Qh by the method of supersolutίons and subsolutions, the equation

(/, Ω;) possesses a smooth solution ut satisfying ui+>Ui>Ui^.

Since u^x)—• + oo as x-^5Ω£, and both ui+1 and w_ are bounded

above in Ω, , by Lemma 2.2, we get Uι>ui + 1 and Mf>w_ in Qiy that is,
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{ui}ieN is rnonotonically decreasing and bounded below by w_. Therefore,
if we set £/: = limί_> + 00 uh then U is a smooth solution of the equation
(/,M). By Lemma 2.2 again, it is clear that wf>w for any solution u of
the equation (/,M). Hence we see that U>u or [7 is the maximal
solution. q.e.d.

Cheng-Ni [6, Propositions 2.11, 2.12 and 2.13] listed some properties
of the maximal solution U in the case of (Rn

ygo)> and their assertions are
valid also in our case. Actually, we can prove the following proposition
along the same lines as in Cheng-Ni [5, Theorem 2.8, Remark 2.9, and
Proposition 2.10].

Proposition 2.3. Let (Myg) be as in Theorem /, / (resp. f0) a nonposίtive
function on M satisfying the condition (a) and (b) in Theorem /, and U
(resp. Uo) the maximal solution of the equation (/,M) (resp. (fo,M)).

(1) Iffo<f on M, then U0<U on M.
(2) If u is a solution of the equation (f,M), then u=U or u<U on M.
(3) If f is invariant under the action of some subgroup Γ of lsom(Myg)>
then U is also Γ-invariant.

REMARK 2.4. In Theorem I, so far as the existence of a solution is
concerned, we may assume / is positive on a compact subset of
M. Actually, let f0 be a nonpositive function on M with the conditions
(a) and (b) in Theorem I, and Uo the maximal solution of the equation
(/0,M). Let r\x and Ω'x be as in the proof of Theorem I, and χ a smooth
nonnegative function on M such that χ = 1 on Ω\ and χ = 0 o n M \ Ω 1 . Set
u + : =δ(U0 + βχη^ and w_: = Uo. Then, by choosing β and δ large enough,
we get Lgu+>fou+q on M\Ω\ and Lgu+>εu+

q in Ω\ for some
positive number ε depending only on / 0 and Ω'A. Hence, if a function f
satisfies / = / 0 on M\Ω\ and fo<f<ε in Ω!if then there is a solution u of
the equation (f,M) satisfying u~U0 on M. However, we do not know
whether u is maximal or not.

3 The case of a complete simply connected manifold

In this section, we study the asymptotic behavior of the maximal
solution U in the case that (M,g) is a complete simply connected manifold,
and prove Theorems II and III. For this purpose, we prepare the
following lemma.

L e m m a 3.1. Let (M,g) be as in Theorem I with the condition
(P) there exists a positive smooth function ψ on M satisfying Lg\jJ>Q.
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Let f (resp. f0) be a nonpositive function on M satisfying the condition
(a) and (b) in Theorem /, and U (resp. Uo) the maximal solution of the equation
(/,M) (resp. (/0,M)). Suppose fo<f on My fo~f on the complement of
some compact subset of My and ψ/U0 is bounded on M. Then
U0~U on M.

Proof. We may assume fo~f on M\Ωii that is, f<Cf0 on M\Ωt

for a positive constant C<1, without loss of generality. By the proof
of Theorem I, for any teN, the equation (/0,Ω, ) possesses a solution uoi

satisfying ιz0 ;(#)-• +oo as x-^dΩi. Obviously

in Ωf,

namely, u0 t is a subsolution of the equation (/,nf). On the other hand,
ifwesettti + :=S(tt0,£ + / t y ^ ^
then we get, for any i>2,

LgUi + = δ(fouof + βLgφ) > δ(fouof + |/ol«o.2*)

= ^l/ol(«o,2ί-«o/)^0^/". +'ϊ on Ω l f

and

L > δ f / Cf(δ)q>fq on Ω Λ Ω i ,

namely, ui+ is a supersolution of the equation ( / ^ ) . Since w ί + >w o ί >0
in Ωf, by the method of supersolutions and subsolutions, the equation
(/,Ωf) possesses a solution u{ of the equation (f,Ωι) satisfying ut + > wf > w0 f.

Now, it is clear that lim^ + ^w— U. Therefore we have U0<U<δ
(U0 + βψ)y or 1 <U/U0<δ(l + βψ/U0) on M. Since we assume ιj//U0 is
bounded, we conclude that Uo~ U on Λf. q.e.d.

Remark that the assumption "fo<f on M" in this lemma can be
replaced by the condition "CJ0<f on M for a positive constant Cy\

Proof of Theorem II. Write r:=rp for convenience. Since Kg<0,
we see Δgr>(n-ί)/r or rAgr>n-ί onM. Set w0: =(r 2 + l ) α " ( w " 2 ) / 2 , where
oc = (l + 2)(n-2)/8y and put fo:=uo~

qLguo. Then we get
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since ot>(n — 2)/2. Hence, by the assumption, there is a positive constant
C1 such that CJ0<f on M. Set u_\ = Cγ~^~1)l^u^ Then we have

Lgu_=CJou_q<fuJ on M,

namely, w_ is a positive subsolution of the equation (/,M). Therefore, by
Theorem I, the equation (/,M) possesses a maximal solution U which
satisfies

t/>w_ = CΓ ( M " 2 ) / V 2 + l) α " ( w " 2 ) / 2 on M.

Since u^q~x ~rι~2 near infinity and /— 2>0, it is clear that g=Uq~ig is
complete.

To prove the second assertion, set

for any y > l . If r<yjγy then clearly

y-r

On the other hand, since Λίc/ίw - 1) > - 6/(r2 + ε2) = - (r + ε ~ 2r3)"/
~ 2 r 3 ), by the comparison theorem, we can estimate

or rAgr<3(n— 1) on M. Moreover, it follows that / 0 ~ —r~ι near
infinity. Hence, by direct computation, we obtain
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- Uy ' qLgUγ = Vγl~q(—U0~ ^gU^) 4" ̂ Vy ^ ̂ Q " ̂

γ — r2

for some positive constant C2 independent of γ. Therefore, if we set
My+: = C2

("~2)/4My) then it follows that

Lguy+>fouy+

9 when r<N/y,

namely, uγ+ is a supersolution of the equation (/0, B ,-(p)). Since

My + -+ + oo as r-+y/y, by Lemma 2.2, the maximal solution Uo of the
equation (fo,M) satisfies

in

Hence we have

Uo< lim uγ+=C2

(n~2)l4u0 on M.
y ^ + oo

Combining this inequality and Uo > uo> we obtain Uo ~uo~ r^1 ~ 2)(w ~ 2)^4 near
infinity.

On the other hand, the function ψ: =(r 2 + ε 2 )" ( w " 2 ) / 4 satisfies

n-ί

> (n -1 )(r2 + ε2) ~(M + 6 ) / 4{ - (w + 2)r2 + 2«(r2 + ε2) - (n - 2)(r2 + ε2)}

= (n -1 ){n + 2)ε2(r2 + ε 2)" ( n + 6 ) / 4 > 0 on M,

that is, the condition (P) holds. Since φ/U0 is bounded above, by Lemma
3.1, we see that the maximal solution U of the equation (/,M) satisfies
the estimate {y~r(ί~2)("~2)/4 near infinity. q.e.d.
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Proof of Theorem III . Set ι/_: = {minM |>SJ/maxM |/|} ( w"2 ) / 4. Then
we have

Lgu_=Sgu_ < —min \Sg\u_ = —max \f\u_q<fu_q on M,
M M

namely, M_ is a positive subsolution of the equation (/,M). Therefore, by
Theorem I, the equation (/,M) possesses a maximal solution U which
satisfies

U>u_=[ M ' gl > 0 on M.
V niaxM I/I /

It is clear that §=Uq~ig is complete.
To prove the second assertion, write r:—rpy c: =cosh Brpy and

5: = sinhjBrp for convenience. Since Kg<—B2 and Ricg/(n—l)> —A2,
by the comparison theorem, we can estimate

or

< Δ / < (n-\)A c o t h Ar<(n-\)A c o t h Br=~

5 4̂
«-!<—Δgr<(n-\) — on M.Be y x ' B

Set

\ and W y : =

for any y > l , where α = (l +l/2B)(n-2)/2, and put fo: = uo~
qLgιιo. Then

we get

2

<-n(n- l ) J B 2 c- ' / B <0

since α>(n —2)/2. Hence, by the assumption, there is a positive constant
Cn such that CJ0<f on M. Moreover, it follows that f0 e~lr near
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infinity. On the other hand, if r<2?"~1cosh~1y, then clearly

γ-cj t 4

Hence, by direct computation, we obtain

^

< C2|/ol=-C2/o

for some positive constant C 2 independent of y. Therefore, if we set
uy + : = C2

(n~2)l\, then it follows that

Lguγ+>fouγ + q when r<— cosh~1y,
B

namely, uγ+ is a supersolution of the equation (/o^B-icosh-^ίP))- Since
wy + —• + oo as r—>jB~1cosh~1y, by Lemma 2.2, the maximal solution Uo

of the equation (fo,M) satisfies

0 γ + = C 2 * 2 V \ in

Hence we have

Uo< lim M y + = C 2

( " " 2 ) / 4 M 0 on M.
y-» + oo

Combining this inequality and U0>u0, we obtain U0~u0~ein~2)lrl4' near
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infinity.
On the other hand, the function φ : = c~

(n~i)l2 satisfies

n-2

n-2

that is, the condition (P) holds. Since ψ/U0 is bounded above, by Lemma
3.1, we see that the maximal solution U of the equation (/,M) satisfies
the estimate U~e{n~2)lr/4' near infinity. q.e.d.

REMARK 3.2. In Theorem II, even if we do not assume A2 < (n — 2)/w,
we can estimate, by the comparison theorem, that rAgr<β(n—l) on M,
where β is a positive number satisfying the inequality — (r + ε 1r 3+ε 2r' ?)"/
(r + ε 1 r 3 + ε 2 ^ ) < — A2/(r2 + ε2) for some positive numbers εx and ε2.
Therefore, as we mentioned in Section 1, we can prove the assertion of
Theorem II under the condition (P) with \jj<Cr{l~2){n~2)IAr in place of
the assumption A2<{n — 2)/n. Similarly, we can prove the assertion of
Theorem III under the condition (P) with ψ<Ce(n'2)lr/4r in place of the
assumption (A/B)2<{n-\)2/n(n-2).

4 The case of a domain of a compact manifold

In this section, we first study the asymptotic behavior of the maximal
solution U in the case that (M,g) is a subdomain of a compact manifold,
and prove Theorem IV. Secondaly, we prove Theorem V which involves
a nonexistence result of the maximal solution.

Proof of Theorem IV. Write r: — rΣ for convenience. In the case
d<n — 2, choose a negative function f0 on M such that fo<f on M, and
fo~—rι near Σ. From Kato-Nayatani [9, Theorems 2(b) and 3], if
λί(Lg)>Oy then the equation (/0,M) posseses a solution u0 satisfying
w o~ r ~ < / + 2 ) ( w~2 ) / 4 near Σ. Also when λ^L^^O, we can prove the same
assertion by the same method after replacing the Green function of Lg

by that of — Δ .̂
On the other hand, in the case d>n — 2, from Aviles-McOwen [4],

the equation ( — 1,M) possesses a solution v satisfying v~r~(n~2)f2 near
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Σ. Set u0: = γ(v(l+2)l2 + βv) znάfo: = uo-
qLguo, where β = max{-(//2)minM

{ ' ^ 1 ' 9 ) } , 0}. By direct computation, we get

| 2 Z + 2 ^ ^ / s

2 2sn-2 9 2 2

M

Since α~ 2 I / ( π~ 2 )~r' near Σ, if we choose a small γ, then we have

Thus, in both cases, u0 is a positive subsolution of the equation
(/,M). Therefore, by Theorem I, the equation (/,M) possesses a maximal
solution U which satisfies

0 V ) / 4 near Σ

for a positive constant Ci. Since / is nonnegative, we have

-1r-2 near Σ

from which it follows that g=Uq~1g is complete.
To get the upper estimate of £/, we use the lower estimate of U as

above and the method of Aviles [1]. Choose a constant C 2 such that
/— SgU1'9^— anC2

γl near Σ. Then there is a positive number δ such that

AgU>C2r
ιUq for rΣ<δ.

For any yeBδι2(Σ), let Hy be the Green function of — Ag in Bδ/2(y)
centered at y. It is well-known that there are positive constants C3, C 4

and C5 independent of y such that

C3ry

2-n<Hy<C4ry

2~n and | VgHy \ <C5ry

1~n for ry<-.

Let By be the connected component of the set {x eM\hy(x) >2n~ 2C4r(y)2 "n}
which contains the point y. Clearly ByczBr(yy2(y). Set wy: =Cy{r(y)2/
4-(C 4/i/ y) 2/(W-2)|-(n-2)/2

jyiyΫC,1-*™* in Byy

where C6 = nC4

2/{n-2)C5

2/4(n-2)C3

2(n-mn~2\ If we choose Cy: = {21
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C6/C2r(y)ι-2y-2)'4, then we have

^(y)ιwy

q in By.

On the other hand, it follows easily that

in By.

Since zvy(x)-> + oo as x-*dBy> and U is bounded above in By, by the maximal
principle, we get U< wy in By. Hence we conclude that

2V4- for yeBs/2(Σ)

for a positive constant C7. This completes the proof. q.e.d.

REMARK 4.1. In the case that λ1(Lg)>0 and d<(n — 2)/2y we can
improve the assumption "f>—CrΣ

hi as follows:

I G(*,:μ) |/(jO|r Σ ^ on M
JM

for some positive constant C. Actually, from Kato-Nayatani [9, Theorem
2'], we can construct a positive subsolution M_ of the equation (/,M)
under this condition.

Proof of Theorem V. For any positive Cα-function A on Σ, define
the function GΣh by GΣh(x):=§Σ G(x,y)h(y)dσy. From Delanoe [7,
Theorem 5] or Kato-Nayatani [9, Theorem 2(a) and Remark after
Proposition 2], there is a positive number y0 such that, for any positive
number μ<y 0, the equation (/,M) possesses a solution vμ satisfying
vμ/GΣh<μ and \imx^Σ{vμ(x)/GΣh(x)} =μ. In particular, vμ

q~1g is complete
for any such τ;μ.

Let γ be the supremum of such yo's. Suppose y< + oo. Then, for
any μ<y, the equation (/,M) possesses a solution #μ as above. Since /
is nonpositive, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that {vμ}μ<γ is monotonically
increasing and bounded above by yGΣh. Therefore, if we set *;y: = limμ_>y

vμy then vy is a solution of the equation (/,M) with the same properties
as above.

Put wy\τ=y —vγ/GΣyh. Then it is clear that wγ is nonnegative, maxM
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wγ<γ, and \Ίmx^Σwy(x) = 0. Choose a positive number δ satisfying
1 <δ<γ/maxMwyy and set vεy_:=ε(γ — δwy)GΣh. Then we get, for any

^-—± < fvεy.
q on M,

γ-όwγj

namely, v£y_ is a subsolution of the equation (/,M). On the other hand,
if we set vεy + :=εγGΣjt, then we have

Lgvεy+=O>fvεy+« on M,

namely, υεy+ is a supersolution of the equation (/,M). Since ^ ε y + > ^ ε y _
> 0 , by the method of supersolutions and subsolutions, the equation
(/,M) possesses a solution vεy satisfying vεy+ >vεy>vεy_. It is clear that
vεy/GΣyh<εγ and \imx^Σ {vεy/GΣh{x)}=εy. This contradicts the definition
of γ since δ{n~2)IAry>y.

Hence we conclude that γ= +00. In particular, the equation (/,Λf)
possesses a solution uh: = v1 satisfying uh(x)/GΣh(x)-^ί as #—>Σ. On the
other hand, since A is a Cα-function, it follows easily that GΣh(x)/GΣ(x)—•
^(^00) a s ^--^^oo6^- Therefore we get

uh(x) _ uh(x) GΣ,h(x)

G ( ) G ( ) Q ( )

The uniqueness is established by the same method as in Cheng-Ni
[6, Theorem 3.1].

Now, if the equation (/,M) possesses a maximal solution U, then it
holds that U>uh for any h. Hence we have limJC_>Σί7(A;)/GΣ(Λ;) = + 00. On
the other hand, if supp/ is compact, then it is clear that

(x):=\ G(xx
JM

Φ(*):= G(xyy)f(y)U(yydy

is a bounded smooth function on M satisfying LgΦ=fUq. Set
ψ : = (f7-Φ)/GΣ, and §: = GΣ

q~1g. Then we see that

Δ , Ψ = - — L / F = - — GΣ~
qLg(U-Φ) = 0 and limΨ(x)=+oo.

an an x^Σ

This contradicts the maximal principle. Therefore the equation (/,Λf)
does not possess a maximal solution when supp/ is compact. q.e.d.
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More generally, it follows from the similar argument as in the final
part of the proof of Theorem V that, if supp/ is compact, then any
solution u of the equation (fyM) satisfies u(x)/GΣ(x) — Ψ(#)->0 as x-+Σ
for some positive function Ψ such that Δ^Ψ = 0. On the other hand, if
Σ is a point i.e. Σ = {p}y then the minimal positive Green function of
— Aj is G(xyy)/G(xyp)G(yyp). Since

G(xyy)/G(xyp)G(yyp) Λ

as y^pG(x',y)/G(x',p)G(yyp)

for any x and xr e My the Martin boundary of (Myg) is a point, and hence any
positive harmonic function on (Myg) must be a constant. Thus we have the
following result which involves a higher dimensional version of Cheng-Ni
[5, Theorem III].

Proposition 4.2. Let (Myg) be a compact Riemannian manifold
(« = dimM>3) with λi(L§)>0, p a point in My and (Myg): = (M\{p}y

g\jϋ\{p})' Let f be a nonpositive smooth function on M. If supp/ is
compact, then an arbitrary solution u of the equation (f,M) coincides with
uh (as in Theorem V) for some positive number h.
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